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These Nine Innocent People  
Are Serving 30 to 100 Year Sentences

And Have Been In Prison Since 1978

NOW IS THE T I ME TO FREE THE MO VE 9!

NOW IS THE T I ME TO FREE THE MO VE 9!

S U P P O R T  MM O V Ea n d  e d u c a t e  y o u r s e l f !
* F r e e  T h e  M O V E 9  B u t t o n * 25 Years on the Move Book
Show your support everyday - 50 cents an excellent history of  MOVE - $5  

* Welcome to Philadelphia T-Shirt - $10
depicts the bomb being dropped on MOVE that killed six adults, five children,  
burned over 60 homes to the ground and left 250 people homeless

*The MOVE Confrontation Video - $10
includes original black and white documentary on the 1978 confrontation and a short  
piece on the 1985 bombing

* New Documentary - “MOVE” - 
This amazing new documentary has received international acclaim.  The film docu
ments MOVE’s history as well as present day battles.  It is shocking with a fastpaced  
soundtrack and    narration by Howard Zinn.

**To purchase send check or money order to the address  below**

IN NATURAL LAW WE TRUST!

ALLPRAISES TO THE ORDER OF LIFE!

THE POWER OF TRUTH IS FINAL!

L O N G  L I V E  M O V E !

LONG LIVE REVOLUTION

LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

ONA MOVE!

MOVE
WEBSITE
wwwwww..oonnaammoovvee..ccoomm

CONTACT US
AND GET INVOLVED!

The MOVE Organizat ion
P O B o x  1 9 7 0 9
Philadelphia, PA 19143
( 6 1 0 )  4 9 9 - 0 9 7 9
onamovel l ja@aol .com
w w w. o n a m o v e . c o m

International Concerned Family &
Friends of Mumia Abu-Jamal
P O B o x  1 9 7 0 9  
Phi ladelph ia ,  PA 19143
( 2 1 5 )  4 7 6 - 8 8 1 2
i c f f m a j @ a o l . c o m
w w w . m u m i a . o r g
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“The police department knows who killed Officer
Ramp, it was another police officer, who inadver-
tantly shot the guy. They have fairly substantial evi-
dence that it was a mistake, but again they’ll never
admit it. I got this from a number of different
sources in the police department including sources
on the SWAT team and sources in ballistics.”

—respected Philadelphia journalist Linn Washington who was 
present at the scene on August 8th, 1978 and attended the trial

“They had a big problem with the authenticity and
thus the validity of the medical examiner’s report.
The prosecutor took out a pencil and erased items
in the report that he didn’t like and wrote it in right
there in open court. Now MOVE was objecting and
the judge was saying “sit down and shut up” and
allowed the guy to do that.”

—Journalist Linn Washington talking about the blatant 
prosecutorial and judicial misconduct in the trial

IT IS CLEAR THAT THE MOVE 9 ARE INNOCENT!
IT IS CLEAR THAT THEY WERE RAILROADED!

NOW WHAT WILL YOU DO?
A C T I O N  M U S T  B E  TA K E N !

“WHEN YOU ARE GUILTY AND IN PRISON YOU NEGOTIATE
FOR YOUR RELEASE, WHEN YOU ARE INNOCENT AND IN
PRISON YOU DEMAND IT AND IF THAT AIN’T ENOUGH YOU
TAKE IT, THE GUILTY HAVE GOT TO JUSTIFY THEIR POSI-
TION BECAUSE THEIR POSITION IS UNJUST, BUT THE
INNOCENT IS JUSTIFIED BY THE INNOCENCE OF THEIR
SELF BEING THROUGH THE NECESSITYOF THEIR SALVATION...”

—JOHN AFRICA

LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA FOREVER!
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Basics of the MOVE 9’s Case
The MOVE Organization was

founded by JOHN AFRICA and sur-
faced in Philadelphia in the early
1970’s.  MOVE is a revolutionary organ-
ization that fights to protect all life.  They
are characterized by dreadlocks, the
last name “Africa” and an uncompro-
mising commitment to their belief: LIFE.
The system pollutes the air, poisons the
water, contaminates the soil, and caus-
es weakness and sickness.  MOVE is
about getting rid of
the system and living
by natural law, in har-
mony with life.  

MOVE con-
fronts the system
through information
and demonstrations.
They protest zoos,
circuses and any per-
son or industry that enslaves life.
MOVE exposes politicians who serve
industry and greed.  They have always
been consistent in fighting this system:
so it is clear why it would cause con-
frontations with its protectors; the
police.

By 1976, police harrassment of
MOVE had become frequent and bru-
tal.  Many pregnant women suffered
miscarriages due to police beatings.
On March 28, police beat MOVE mem-
bers returning home from prison in front
of their home.  Janine Africa was beat-
en unconscious while her baby, 3 week
old Life Africa, had his skull crushed.  

On May 20th, 1977, MOVE
staged a demonstration on the platform

in front of their headquarters after
receiving information from a govern-
ment source that the city was planning
a major military attack.  MOVE respond-
ed by holding what appeared to be
firearms.  They spoke on a loudspeaker
to the neighborhood about the brutality
suffered at the hands of law enforce-
ment and that they were no longer
going to allow these things to continue
quietly in the shadows: the government
would have to do it in plain view of the
public.

On March
10th, 1978, the city
set up a starvation
blockade around
MOVE’s Powelton
Village home.  Mayor
Rizzo bragged that it
would be so tight
“even a fly couldn’t
get through.”

Demonstrations against the blockade
and worldwide pressure forced officials
to negotiate a settlement.  The city
released MOVE political prisoners and
gave them a workable timetable of 90
days to relocate.  It was agreed that the
Powelton Village property would be
kept for a teaching center in the settle-
ment; however, the city misled the
media and the public to believe that the
90 day timetable was a deadline and
the property would be completely
vacated.  

In a civil hearing, Judge Dibona
ruled that MOVE had violated the 90
day agreement and signed a bench
warrant authorizing police to arrest
every known MOVE adult, despite the
fact that many weren’t even in the city.

B A C K G R O U N D  I N F O
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Baltimore, MD
Ameejill Whitlock
ameejill@hotmail.com
Barcelona, Spain
Francesc Arnau
antianglada@hotmail.com
Bogerhout, Belgium
Peter Terryn
pterryn@yahoo.com
Brooklyn, NY
Orinthal Lumemba
lumemba170@aol.com
Bronx, NY
Anne Lamb
mateare@worldnet.att.net
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Marina Rajewski
FreeMumia63@yahoo.fr
Czech Republic
Bartek Bobkowski
bbobkowski@yahoo.com
Detroit, MI
Abayomi Azikiwe
ac61232@wayne.edu
England, UK
Cinead Decanntun
cinead.decanntun@
ireland.com
Eugene, OR
Brenton Gicker -
breakthechains02@yahoo.com
Harrisburg, PA - Denise Garner
sweetydjazz@verizon.net
Heidelberg, Germany
Michael Schiffmann
mikschiff@t-online.de
Houston, TX
Chrishon Bell X
africaonamove@yahoo.com
Innesbruck, Austria
Christian Lindenhaler
on_a_move@mail.com
Ithaca, NY
Leslie Jones
info@youth4mumia.org

Ivory Coast, Africa
Abujahlil Chacha
boboyuts-astrid@caramail.com
Laveine, France
Cuvelard Nicholas
rastamokssha@aol.com
Milan, Italy
Guiseppe Pippitone
u_net@libero.it
Morgantown, WV
Sandy and James Evans
redoctober008@adelphia.net
New York, NY
Suzanne Ross
suzannewross@aol.com
Paris, France
Claude Guillaumaud
claude.guillaumaude@free.fr
Philadelphia, PA
Fatirah Aziz
litestar01@aol.com
Portland, ME
Dan Chard
pvg@riseup.net
Sacramento, CA
Raekwon Muenda
raekm@aol.com
San Francisco, CA
Ricardo Alvarez
ricardoalvarez@mnhc.com
San Jose, CA
Donna Wallach
dbwall@earthlink.net
South Jersey, NJ
Kevin, Maiga, Ellie Liz, and Beeobi
sjfriendsofmove@hotmail.com
Washington, DC
Sabrina Green
sgreen34@csc.com
Wilmington, DE
Sandy Jones
sandrajoyjones@comcast.net
Marpessa and Jahfree
nattyreb@comcast.net

F r i e n d s  o f  M O V E  C o n t a c t s

MOVE Members in Powelton Village
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Before dawn, hundreds of
cops in riot gear surrounded MOVE’s
headquarters and ordered them to
surrender.  Police rolled in demolition
vehicles, tore down the fence and
smashed in the windows.  Just before
7am, MOVE was notified by bullhorn
that officers would enter their house
and take them into custody.  In the
next hour, 45 armed police entered
the house and found
that MOVE was barri-
caded in the base-
ment.  At 8am, fire-
men tore off the
basement windows
and turned on water
cannons to drown
them out.  Soon the
adults were treading
six feet of water, holding babies and
animals above the water line. 

Suddenly a gunshot rang out
and police opened fire.  In the period
of gunfire police officer James Ramp
was fatally wounded.  Delbert and
Chuck Africa, and several firemen
and police officers were also shot.  

Tear gas was soon after shot
into the basement and MOVE adults
began carrying out their children.  As
soon as they came out they had their
babies stolen from them, were arrest-
ed and severely beaten.  The vicious
beating that Delbert Africa sustained
was caught on video and witnessed
worldwide.  

In the afternoon officials held
a press conference where they
claimed that MOVE fired the first shot,
but eyewitness accounts, including

on-scene reporters, claimed the shot
was fired from across and up the
street, towards MOVE.  Mayor Rizzo
displayed many weapons that he
claimed came from MOVE’s base-
ment.  There was no proof that any of
the guns had been fired.  All of them
were clean, the basement in contrast
was wet and muddy. 

Although destroying a crime
scene is illegal, Rizzo ordered police

to bulldoze the
property by noon
that very day.
Crucial evidence
proving MOVE’s
innocence, includ-
ing the paths of
the bullets, was
destroyed.

Twelve people were arrested
on August 8th, 1978.  Two people
denounced membership in MOVE
and were let off.  Consuewella Africa
was tried separately because there
was no evidence that she was a
member.  Phil, Janet, Mike, Janine,
Eddie, Merle, Chuck, Debbie and
Delbert Africa were brought to trial
before Judge Malmed in December of
1979.  The trial of the MOVE 9 was
the costliest and longest trial in
Philadelphia’s history at that time.
MOVE members were stripped of
their rights of self-representation and
were barred from the courtroom
throughout the majority of the trial.
James Ramp was facing the house
when he was shot, while MOVE
members were in the basement six 

AUGUST 8TH, 1978 A S S A U L T  

M U R D E R  T R I A L
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W r i t e  t o  the MOVE 9
a n d  M u m i a  A b u - J a m a l

The MOVE 9 have been locked down for over 27 years.  Mumia
has spent over 24 years on deathrow.  Write them a letter to
encourage their fierce example!

D e b b i e  S i m s  A f r i c a
# 0 0 6 3 0 7

J a n e t  H o l l o w a y  A f r i c a
# 0 0 6 3 0 8

J a n i n e  P h i l l i ps  A f r i c a
# 0 0 6 3 0 9

S C I - C a m b r i d g e  Sp r i n g s  
4 5 1  F u l l e r t o n  A v e n u e
C a m b r i d g e  Sp r i n g s ,  
PA 1 6 4 0 3 - 1 2 3 8

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

M i c h a e l  D a v i s  A f r i c a
# A M 4 9 7 3

C h a r l e s  S i m s  A f r i c a
# A M 4 9 7 5

S C I - G r a t e r f o r d
P. O .  B o x  2 4 4
Grater ford,  PA 19426-0244

E d d i e  G o o d m a n  A f r i c a
# A M 4 9 7 4

S C I - M a h a n o y
3 0 1  M o r e a  R o a d
F r a c k v i l l e ,  PA 1 7 9 3 2

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

W i l l i a m  P h i l l i p s  A f r i c a
# A M 4 9 8 4

D e l b e r t  O r r  A f r i c a
# A M 4 9 8 5

S C I - D a l l a s
1 0 0 0  F o l l i e s  R o a d
D a l l a s ,  PA 1 8 6 1 2 - 0 2 8 6

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

M u m i a  A b u - J a m a l
# A M 8 3 3 5

S C I - G r e e n e
1 7 5  P r o g r e s s  D r i v e
Wa y n e s b u r g ,  PA 1 5 3 7 0

E a r l y  M O V E D e m o n s t r a t i o n
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feet below street level.  The bullet that
killed Ramp entered the back of his
neck with a downward path.  Despite
the crime scene being destroyed, the
lack of evidence, no weapons
charges being filed, and
severe conflicts in eye-
witness accounts, the
MOVE 9 were found
guilty and sentenced to
30-100 years each for
3rd degree murder and
assault charges.  James
Ramp was shot with
one bullet from one gun.
When Judge Malmed
was on a talk show
shortly after the trial
ended, reporter Mumia Abu-Jamal
called in and asked “Who killed
James Ramp?” Malmed’s response
was “I have absolutely no idea.”

The MOVE 9 are still in the
appeals process and are in need of
funds and support.  On March 13th,

1998, Merle Africa died under suspi-
cious circumstances at SCI-
Cambridge Springs.  No matter what
the cause of her death was, she was
strong and healthy because of her

belief.  Prison is
unnatural and
unhealthy and it is the
prison officials who
were responsible for
her care.  The MOVE
9 are innocent.  The
system locked them
up unjustly and any-
thing that happens to
MOVE while in their
prisons is their doing.
Their hands are cov-

ered in blood!

Recently their appeal was
thrown out of the Federal District
Court and there is an appeal pending
in the Third Circuit Court of appeals.
The MOVE 9 will be up for parole in
2008 so now it is very important to
keep the pressure on!

U P D A T E

“When the nine MOVE members were convicted of
third degree murder and sentenced to 30–100 years
a piece—several days after that Judge Edwin
Malmed was a guest on a local talk station. He was
asked by a caller “Who killed James Ramp?”
Malmed’s response was “I have absolutely no
idea.” I know what his response was, I know what
the question was because I was that caller.”

—Mumia Abu-Jamal
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KEEP THE PRESSURE ON
TO FREE THE MOVE 9!

The MOVE 9 will be up for parole in 2008 so it is extremely
important to keep a lot of pressure on this system at this time.
Governor Ed Rendell  
225 Main Capitol Bldg., 
Harrisburg, Penna. 17120
Tel:(717)787-2500   email: governor@state.pa.us
Rendell was the DA in 1978 and was pivitol in the frame-up

D.A. Lynn Abraham 
Three South Penn Square, 
Philadelphia, PA 19107-3499
phone: 215-686-8000     DA.WEBMAIL@phila.gov
As a judge Abraham signed illegal warrants that led to the 1978
and 1985 attacks on MOVE

Mayor John Street 
City Hall Philadelphia, PA 19107
Tel: (215) 686-3000
John Street knows that the MOVE 9 ar innocent and should be
pushed to take action!

Demand an investigation into the unjust 
imprisonment of innocent MOVE members! 

Philly cops beating demonstrators

RELEASE THE
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O n  P o l i t i c a l  P r i s o n e r s
by Michael Africa, one of the MOVE 9

On the move! 
Solitary confinement is a position that most true activists experi-

ence regardless of their location. Whether on a cell block or a street block,
the life of an activist is one of isolation. 

Public officials want to isolate the activist in the community in an
attempt to contain them. Old acquaintances distance themselves when
they realize the activist is aggressively confronting the same system they
have been taught all their lives to fear and avoid. But as old friends dis-
tance themselves, new comrades emerge who also feel compelled to
confront a system that has terrorized your power of purpose. These com-
rades, however, are always subject to be snatched away by the system. 

Once these same activists are thrown in jail, the isolation tactic
increases a thousand fold. All the tactics the system employed in an
attempt to break the will and the spirit of the activist are applied non-stop
24/7 to the political prisoner (P.P). The authorities then figure they have
the P.P exactly how they want him or her: beaten and silenced. Or so they
figure. 

In a further attempt to silence and contain the P.P., officials then
keep some P.P.s in the holes of the worst prisons in the country. And as
demonstrated by the prison guards turned soldiers and sent to Iraq's Abu
Ghraib terror camp, these guards have employed the same tactics on
P.P.s in this country - and continue to do so today. The torture of P.P.s in
this country is a continuous tool of the ghouls that run these slave camps.
And the more the P.P.s stand up to these cowards, the more they are tar-
geted and isolated. 

P.P.s like Mumia Abu-Jamal and the Angola 3 have been isolated
in these dungeons for a quarter of a century by people who find it intoler-
able that people stand up and speak the truth. MOVE people have been
forced into the holes for five and seven year blocks at various times dur-
ing the various rigged up sentences we have been given.  The torture and
isolation for the P.P. also extend to the families of P.P.s, as was demon-
strated by Philadelphia officials when they targeted MOVEs home on May
13, 1985, dropping a third bomb on the house and murdering all inside:
four men, two women, and five babies!!! Four of them were the children
of the embattled MOVE women and men in the holes from earlier con-
frontations with the same Philadelphia officials and terror cop brigades
that assaulted and massacred MOVE on May 13, 1985. 

Being a P.P in isolation means enduring a multitude of gut
wrenching experiences on a daily basis. It means watching guards that
swear they will find a way to further harass you bring you your meals, your
mail, come to get you for a shower where you have to completely expose
yourself by coming out of your cell wearing only a towel. It is 
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*Send stamps, phone cards, Kinko’s copy
cards or donations to help with the high cost
of phone calls, copies and mailing

*Send donations directly to the MOVE Nine
for postage, photo copying, and to pay for
their pre-paid calls. To send them donations,
you must send money orders only. 

*Write to different news media/papers in
your area, in Philadelphia and in the papers
near the prisons where the MOVE Nine are
being held demanding justice for MOVE. 

*Encourage Bookstores and/or organiza-
tions to buy our book “25 Years On the
MOVE” in bulk at a discounted rate so that
MOVE info is available in your area. 

*Arrange speaking engagements for
Ramona Africa or other MOVE members. 

*Email ONAMOVELLJA@aol.com to join
MOVE’s email list and receive issues of the
Friends of MOVE Newsletter

*Copy this booklet and distribute it

*Start a chapter of Friends of MOVE 

TAKE ACTION! – THINGS YOU
CAN DO TO SUPPORT MOVE !
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watching these same guards harass your family and friends when they come to visit
you, treating them like criminals as well, in an attempt to discourage them from sup-
porting you. 

Being a P.P. in isolation is sometimes getting to see yourself in the mirror
and not recognizing the changes in the reflection.  Being a P.P is watching your par-
ents grow old as they continue to visit, less frequently until too many calendars pre-
vent them. It is being told of your loved ones passing by people who hate you and
only use the news as another tool to dig at you. 

Being a P.P is watching your siblings grow more unfamiliar to you with each
passing year. Watch as they struggle to carefully keep disturbing family news away
from you. See them not realizing that, after decades of this treatment, you no longer
feel like the brother, the son, but a kind of guest in your own family. 

Being a P.P makes you feel terrified of touching things that you keep locked
up in the recesses of your mind. Like the first day your young children woke up with-
out you anywhere near. How it must have been for them to only know you through
an entire lifetime of brief visits under the ever-watchful eye of people they know hate
you - and because they hate you, look upon them with much suspicion. 

Being a P.P. means watching your family struggle, locked into a lifetime of
battles of support on your behalf. Defending you and then having to defend them-
selves from the corporations that exist only to try to exploit the families and friends
of prisoners. The lawyers, the phone companies, the commissaries, the suppliers, all
of whom jack up their prices when dealing with prisons. 

Being a P.P is watching your sister (Merle Africa, one of the MOVE 9) die in
a prison having spent the last twenty years of her life in a goddamn dungeon for a
crime that even the mayor of the city admitted he knew she was innocent of and
nevertheless would do nothing about as she died in a prison where she was sent by
his courts and terrorist cops. 

Being a P.P means taking all of these things and using them as motivation
to keep fighting, knowing that this is exactly the kind of injustice that compelled you
to want to stand against and confront the system in the first place. 

All P.P.s should be supported and freed! The system only gets away with
this treatment of P.P.s because the people allow it to. The silent give their permission
by their silence. It is past time that all P.P.s are freed and given the same kind of sup-
port that they have always shown to
the people for whom they sacrificed
their lives. 
On the move! 
Michael Africa 
LONG LIVE MOVE!
LONG LIVE THE REVOLUTION!
LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!
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D e d i c a t i o n
We will never allow
anyone to forget our
sister Merle Africa 
who was killed by this
system in prison on
March 13th, 1998.
Merle set a strong
example for all to 
look to.  
We will never allow
anyone to forget those
who were murdered
by th is  system on
May 13th, 1985;
Netta Africa 
Tree Tree Africa
little Delisha Africa
Lil Tomaso Africa
Lil Phil Africa 
Conrad Africa
Rhonda Africa
Frank Africa
Theresa Africa
Raymond Africa
Vincent Africa M i k e  a n d  P h i l  A f r i c a  i n  1 9 7 9
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The Case of the MOVE 9
-28  years  o f  i n jus t i ce

MOVE's work is revolution, JOHN AFRICA's revolution, a rev-
olution to stop man's system from imposing on life, to stop
industry from poisoning the air, water, and soil and to put an
end to the enslavement of ALL life. Our work is to show peo-
ple how rotten and enslaving this system is and that the sys-
tem is the cause of homelessness, unemployment, drug
addiction, racism, domestic abuse, AIDS, crime, war, ALL the
problems of the world. We are working to demonstrate that
people not only can fight this system, they MUST fight this sys-
tem if they ever want to free themselves from endless suffer-
ing and oppression.

The MOVE Organization

**********************************************************************
"...All experience hath shown, that mankind are more disposed
to suffer, while evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by
abolishing the forms to which they are accustomed. But, when
a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably the
same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute
despotism, it is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such gov-
ernment and to provide new guards for their future security."

United States Declaration of Independence

Ona Move
A great many people have asked just why the MOVE 9 are in prison.

We are revolutionary members of The MOVE Organization, and United States
political prisoners. This booklet has been created to inform those people inter-
ested in justice of the facts surrounding our unjust imprisonment.

At dawn, Tuesday, August 8, 1978, over 600 heavily armed cops sur-
rounded MOVE headquarters in Philadelphia, demanding we come out and
surrender to authorities based on some illegal evictions orders and phony
arrest warrants. They tore down the fence around our home, knocked out the
windows, forced thousands of gallons of water into our basement using 2 large
high pressured water cannons, almost drowning MOVE men, women, chil-
dren, pregnant women and animals. When the cops saw the water wasn't
killing us, they started shooting in the basement windows from all angles,
including cutting holes in the floor to shoot down into the basement at us.
When they stopped shooting, they had killed their own cop-James Ramp.
When the tear gas and smoke bombs cleared, MOVE was alive and Ramp
was dead. The first reports of his death by cops and media was Ramp was
shot in the back of the head and the bullet traveled downwards-making it 
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government imprisoned Nelson
Mandela for 27 years because of his
fight against racial genocide.  This
government has had the MOVE 9 in
prison so far for 28 years for speaking
the truth about this corrupt govern-
ment.  Everybody could see that the
South African government was
wrong, but when are people going to
see how wrong this government is.
They sent over 500 cops and firemen
to kill 12 adults, babies and animals
August 8, 1978, killed their own cop
in their frenzy to kill MOVE, then they
falsely arrested and convicted 9 peo-
ple for the killing of one cop who was
shot with one gun, but on May 13,
1985 the city of Philadelphia bombed
and murdered 11 of our family mem-
bers and 5 children, in front of the
whole world because they were
demanding an honest investigation
into the MOVE 9 case.  Officials
admitted that Philadelphia officials
and cops were wrong and responsi-
ble for the murder of our family but
not one official, cop, or fireman was
ever arrested or spent one day in
prison.  Even people who don't like
MOVE have to see how wrong that is!

This government has shown
how corrupt it is, shown that you can't
trust them but MOVE has shown peo-
ple a trusting example.  We have not
changed, our commitment to LIFE,
righteousness is still strong, our fami-
ly unity is still strong and we're getting
stronger in our Belief which means
we are an even stronger example for
you, your children.  It's criminal to
keep an example like this locked
away in prison, our family on the
streets locked into fighting for our

release.  When all this energy and
commitment could be used for help-
ing people who need it.  Society is in
trouble, this system has twisted chil-
dren into murderers, rapists, thieves,
drug addicts, and alcoholics.  People
are lost and searching for direction,
JOHN AFRICA has made the MOVE 
organization that light in these dark
times.  This is the purpose of MOVE,
this is our work.  The example of
MOVE is real, its lasting.  Despite all
that the government has come at
MOVE people with we are still strong-
ly committed to our Belief and deter-
mined to be right.  The MOVE organ-
ization has not changed in 35 years
and the MOVE 9 hasn't changed in
the 28 years we've been in prison.
The MOVE organization ain't gone
change!  This system will never break
our commitment to y'all, to LIFE, to
righteousness because what we're
doing is right and wrong can never
defeat what's right.

THE POWER OF TRUTH IS FINAL!

Remember, the fight the
MOVE organization is waging in the
courts and prisons is for your sons
and daughters too, the drugs, the
beatings, the mental cruelty prisoners
have to endure exist, and unless you
are rich you and your children are not
immune to these conditions.  The
MOVE organization is committed to
putting an end to these conditions,
not only in the prisons, but outside the
prisons as well…

On the MOVE!
Janine, Janet, and Deb Africa

Delber t  Af r ica 
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impossible for MOVE to have shot him; but when the cops found out, after all
that shooting, MOVE was still alive, they changed their story, saying he was
shot in the chest with the bullet traveling upwards.

We are stating NOW as we did THEN that we are INNOCENT, but
were arrested nonetheless, tried, convicted, and sentenced to 30-100 years
each. This August 8th we will have been unjustly imprisoned 28 years for a
crime we did NOT commit and this government KNOWS we DIDN'T commit.

The following information is about The MOVE Organization and the
facts leading up to our arrest, the hearings, trial and appellate information.

The MOVE Organization

The MOVE Organization sur-
faced in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
during the early 1970's.
Characterized by dreadlocked hair,
we adopted the surname "Africa", a
principled unity and an uncompro-
mising commitment to our belief,
M O V E  L AW,  t h e  t e a c h i n g  o f  
JOHN AFRICA, the Founder of
MOVE. The Guidelines of MOVE,
written by JOHN AFRICA is the prin-
ciple the members of the organiza-
tion have committed ourselves to.
The Guidelines are the most power-
ful statement in existence, as the
clarity, the analytical ability of the
author, JOHN AFRICA is unequaled,
unparalleled in any of the writings of
man past or present. The Guidelines
completely undercut, disprove and
substantiate that NOTHING in this
system is working, or has ever
worked since its inception, the inven-
tion of this system. You may at this
point question the credibility of such
a statement before it is explained,
just as each MOVE member did until
realizing what was being said was

the truth and the totality of it.
However, the potency of the
Guidelines are such that people from
diverse socio-economic, educational,
racial, and ethnic backgrounds were
compelled, upon reading and under-
standing the message of Our
Founder, to commit ourselves to gen-
erating a total revolution to bring
about the end of man's exploitation of
life, all of life.

MOVE is a movement going
in the direction of the complete rever-
sal of all the degeneration of this sys-
tem, as revolution means solution,
generation, movement. It is the posi-
tion of MOVE to confront any speak-
er, so called informed personality,
celebrity, alleged leader who says
they have answers to the very seri-
ous problems of people, and demand
that they substantiate, qualify what
they are saying or stop misleading
people. JOHN AFRICA teach infor-
mation is in the ability to inform.
When you have no information to
give, you can only misinform. This is
the stated policy of MOVE, to stamp
out misinformation, for when you do
not have solution, all you can offer is
the problem.

A Brief History of MOVE
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and officers say how all they see in us
is family unity, health, and happiness.
People are always commenting on
how we're always smiling and pleas-
ant, we're always helping other
inmates.  We've stopped people from
committing suicide, we've defused
racial conflict and kept people out of
trouble so they could go home to their
family.  The inmates and officers can't
understand how we can be this way
with all that we've been through and
being in prison for all these years.
We always tell them, it's because of
JOHN AFRICA's teaching, 
LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA FOREVER!

JOHN AFRICA has taken us
away from this problem causing sys-
tem and given us the solution to the
problems this system infected us
with.  JOHN AFRICA has the solution
to drug abuse, alcohol abuse, child
abuse, spouse abuse, theft, murder,
rape, physical and mental illness.
These aren't just words, the proof is
in MOVE.  There are no committed
MOVE people suffering from these
afflictions anymore. 

LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

That's what makes the
imprisoning of the MOVE 9 so unjust,
criminal!  This government knows all
about MOVE, they have been watch-
ing MOVE in Philadelphia in the early
1970's.  They have rooms full of data
on MOVE.  They have witnessed the
transformation in each and every
MOVE person here.   They saw 
JOHN AFRICA take us from sickness
to health.  They know the goodness in

MOVE people.  These officials know
JOHN AFRICA has made MOVE the
example for those who want a way
out of the prison of drugs, alcohol,
crime, sickness.  JOHN AFRICA
made MOVE the example for those
who want to be free of child abuse,
spouse abuse, self abuse.  This gov-
ernment claims it wants to put an end
to these problems but they are lying
because they have the tools to fight
this disease at their disposal in
MOVE, JOHN AFRICA and what do
they do?  They beat us, jail us, shoot
us, bomb us, to try to shut us up, wipe
out the example of JOHN AFRICA.

This government has tried, is
t ry ing a l l  i t  can to  keep MOVE, 
JOHN AFRICA's teaching away from
people, knowing the help we can be
to the communities, the families and
troubled children.  JOHN AFRICA
gives us the truth, we give the truth to
anybody who wants it and the gov-
ernment gives us beatings, prisons,
bullets and bombs for speaking the
truth.  Just like the apartheid govern-
ment of South Africa did Nelson
Mandela and the A.N.C. for fighting
against apartheid.  The South African
government kept Nelson Mandela in
prison for 27 years.  But as racist and
corrupt as the South African govern-
ment was, even they finally released
Nelson Mandela.  So what does that
show you about this government who
criticized the apartheid government of
South Africa for what they did to the
black Africans, Nelson Mandela?  It
shows that this government is just as
corrupt as the apartheid government
of South Africa.  The South African 
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Philadelphia's overblown and
unrestrained police department was a
prime example of the type of injustice
the system precipitated, so it was
inevitable that MOVE would start to
speak out against them. As with other
issues, this was done using peaceful
demonstrations. When MOVE suc-
cessfully focused attention on police
abuses, many community groups 

across the city sought MOVE's assis-
tance with similar demonstrations in
their own neighborhoods. As a result
of this activism, the police began a
concerted campaign of harassment
and brutality against MOVE, breaking
up demonstrations by arresting and
beating MOVE members.

By 1975, clashes between
MOVE and police
became increasingly
brutal, though the city
denied its role in any
abusive handling, MOVE
members were getting
beaten bloody on a reg-
ular basis, yet MOVE's
deep commitment only
led to more determined
protests.

A. June 1974, Janet and
Leesing Africa, who
were pregnant, were
arrested, beaten by cops

and suffered miscarriages.

B. April 29, 1975- Alberta Africa, who
was pregnant was beaten by cops
and suffered a miscarriage.

C. During the early morning hours of
March 28, 1976, seven MOVE people
arrived home after being released
from prison. Ten cop cars that had fol-
lowed the released MOVE members
home from prison, pulled up with their
headlights off and falsely accused
MOVE of creating a disturbance.
Cops jumped from their cars with
nightsticks flailing. They started beat-
ing MOVE people viciously, breaking
limbs, beating and kicking some
members into unconsciousness.
During the melee, Janine Africa, who
was trying to protect her husband,
was grabbed by a cop, thrown to the
ground with three week old Life Africa
in her arms. The cop stomped her

Public Appearances

Police Brutality and the
Murders of MOVE Children
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Our MOVE family continues to stand strong in the face of repeated threats and
attempts by the system to provoke another confrontation.  Support them.
Support yourself.  They've already demonstrated that they will use any excuse
to attack MOVE in an effort to silence the commitment exampled by the teach-
ing of JOHN AFRICA.  Let city and state officials know that you won't allow
another attack on MOVE.  Show  support to those who have continually put
their lives and freedom on the line for you.  And never let them forget about
May 13, 1985.  Remember them.  Honor them.  Netta and Tree Tree, little
Delisha, Lil Tomaso, and Lil Phil.  All Babies!  Remember Conrad, Rhonda,
Frank, Theresa, Raymond, and Vincent.

Honor them by never tolerating another assault.  Honor them by
speaking out against injustice, and never let the system forget what they did
May 13, 1985.  There should be world trade organization type demonstrations
in the streets all over this rotten country every day until justice is done.  Those
officials only get away with atrocities like these because the people allow them
to.  You give them permission to do this.  Your silence is their permission.  Rise
up!  Show  your rage!!!

On the MOVE!
Michael Africa

LONG LIVE MOVE!
LONG LIVE REVOLUTION!
LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

On the MOVE!
August 2004, this makes 26

years that the MOVE 9 has been
unjustly imprisoned.  It's not only
unjust because we didn't kill that
cop, it's unjust because of what
MOVE stands for, what this govern-
ment knows MOVE stands for.  The
MOVE organization ain't cop killers,
that's not the purpose of MOVE. The
MOVE organization is about right-
eousness, LIFE!  The purpose of
MOVE, the example we're setting is
about family, health, love. Those of 

you on the streets around MOVE
people know what we're saying.  You
see the commitment and love within
the MOVE family. Y'all see how our
children are healthy and balanced,
they ain't running the streets, getting
into drugs, alcohol, or any other trou-
ble.  They are very responsible and
respectful.  That's because they are
living under JOHN AFRICA's teach-
ing, MOVE's founder. Everybody
who knows MOVE people know
we're always helping people, pulling
people out of critical situations, or
just making a person feel better
when they're down. And it's the
same with us in these prisons.
Everybody that's around us, inmates

Statement from the
Women of the MOVE 9

In 1973, MOVE began
attending public appearances of such
noted personalities as Dick Gregory,
William Hinton, Adele Davis; Gulf,
Sunoco, Shell Oil Company repre-
sentatives; Julian Bond, Presidential
candidate Walter Mondale,
Daniel Ellsberg, Buck-
minster Fuller, Tom
Hayden, Jane Fonda,
Cesar Chavez, Roy
Wilkins, Ralph Abernathy,
Russell Means (American
Indian Movement Leader),
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi.
When questions were
taken from the audience,
MOVE challenged the
speakers. Many were
receptive, some were
hostile, but none could
refute JOHN AFRICA's
wisdom. MOVE also demonstrated
against the American Veterinarian
Association; the Bronx and Phila-
delphia zoos and the Ringling Bro.s'
Barnum & Bailey Circus because of
their continued enslavement, oppres-
sion and experimentation on innocent
animals.

Delbert Africa confronting
the Board of Education 
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until she was unconscious. When we
were finally able to get to her and her
baby- he was dead. The baby's skull
was crushed. When we pushed for
an investigation, police denied that
any of the beatings took place or that
a baby was murdered. The cops said
the baby didn't
exist even though
neighbors verified
seeing Janine
pregnant and saw
her with her baby.
To prove the death
to the skeptical
media, MOVE
invited the press and local politicians
to dinner. After the meal, the guests,
ex-congressman Lucien Blackwell,
his wife Jannie, and the late city
councilman Joe Coleman, were
shown the baby's body.

D. December 5, 1976, Rhonda Africa
was brutally beaten by court sheriffs.
She was eight months pregnant. She
was beaten so badly she went into
premature labor, giving birth to a
baby born with black and blue bruis-
es and seriously injured. He died
within minutes.

MOVE foresaw the possibili-
ty that Philadelphia cops could storm
our home, our sanctuary at any time;
kill those inside and blame the vic-
tims for their own deaths in an oper-
ation similar to the type of govern-
ment terrorism used against the SLA
(Symbionese Liberation Army) and
the Black Panther Party. Information
from sympathetic sources in the city
government confirmed that plans for

some type of police operation had
indeed been made. To safeguard our
home, we initiated a major demon-
stration May 20, 1977, on a platform
built outside our house. We demand-
ed the release of our political prison-
ers and an end to the violent harass-

ment by the city. To
keep an increasing-
ly brutal police
force at bay, some
members held what
appeared to be
weapons.

"... we told the cops
there wasn't gonna be any more
undercover deaths. This time they
better be prepared to murder us in
full public view 'cause if they came at
us with fists, we were gonna come
back at them with fists. If they came
at us with clubs, we'd come back at
them with clubs and if they came at
us with guns we'd use guns too. We
don't believe in death-dealing guns.
We believe in life, but we knew the
cops wouldn't be too quick to attack
us if they had to face the same stuff
they dished out so casually on
unarmed defenseless folk.”

The confrontation continued
for almost a year with negotiations
between the city and MOVE going
nowhere. Talks always broke down
over the issue of the city releasing
MOVE prisoners, Conrad, Sue,
Robert, and Jerry Africa. Mediation
stopped as city personnel were
telling MOVE, off the record, "We'll
kill all of you before we let your peo-
ple out of jail." A federal agent who
had begun lurking around the barri-
cades also informed MOVE that the
feds were going to try to infiltrate, dis-
band and destroy us.

The May 20th, 1977
C o n f r o n ta t i o n
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to get elected now that the black community is under siege by killer cops and
killer oppression.  Twenty-five years ago the present mayor of Philadelphia,
John Street, called himself an activist who fought for the rights of poor blacks.
Today as mayor this undisputed house nigga publicly endorses one of the
most racist, violently repressive she-devil ever produced by the late racist
Frank Rizzo regime.  As a judge, Lynn Abraham signed bogus arrest warrants
that were used in both massive assaults against MOVE.  The first set of war-
rants led to the 1978 confrontation where 600 Philly cops attacked MOVE
headquarters.  The survivors, the MOVE 9, were given 30-100 years in prison.
Seven years later she also signed the misdemeanor disorderly conduct war-
rants used as justification to drop an incendiary bomb on MOVE headquarters
May 13, 1985.  She is now the District Attorney of Philadelphia, enthusiasti-
cally installed by handkerchief head John Street.  He can also be seen shin-
nin and grinning every time the chief racist George Bush happen to blow
through Philly, while assisting these new slave traders in filling to capacity with
black youth every jail they can build or borrow.

As JOHN AFRICA demonstrated, the fight MOVE has waged is for
you folks too.  People need to support MOVE and fight with MOVE for justice.
People should be ashamed of themselves every time they see folks on the
frontline while they sit on their apathetic ass at home doing nothing while
allowing people's children to continually be shot down in cold blood, set up for
long prison sentences for using things this system put in their hands.  This is
what JOHN AFRICA exposed them for.  This is why they attacked MOVE May
13, 1985, why they shot 10,000 rounds of ammo into a house full of MOVE
men, women, and children, why they exploded 3 bombs on MOVE's home,
allowed the fire to burn and then shot anyone who was still able to escape,
including babies… including babies… INCLUDING BABIES!!!  And not one of
those murdering fiends were ever held accountable.  NOT ONE!

The only charges that were ever filed against any of the murderers
were filed by my sister, Ramona Africa, the only adult survivor of the holo-
caust.  She filed it from her jail cell after she was sentenced to 7 years for the
crime of surviving the massacre.  A jury found the police commissioner and fire
commissioner guilty.  The penalty was that they each had to pay one dollar a
week for 11 years to symbolize the 11 MOVE members.  ONE BUCK A WEEK!
And as pathetic as that was, the judge overturned the guilty verdict altogether.

So, these bastards plotted, conspired for years to carry that attack out,
admitted on the stand that they had made a conscious decision to let the fire
burn as a weapon against MOVE, and their punishment was 1 dollar a week…
then nothing.  WHERE IS THE GODDAMN RAGE?!?

May 20th, 1977 Confrontation
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When the government saw
its phony negotiations weren't getting
them anywhere, they took drastic
measures to force MOVE members
from the house. Rizzo got court
approval to starve us out. On March
10, 1978, cops sealed off a four block
radius around MOVE headquarters,
cutting off our food supply and work-
men shut off the water to our home.
Those inside included pregnant
women, nursing babies, children, and
animals. Philadelphia Mayor Rizzo
boasted that, "the perimeter was so
tight, a fly couldn't get through."
When various community members,
who opposed Rizzo's cruel tactics
made humanitarian attempts to rush
the barricades with food and water for
MOVE, they were arrested and beat-
en by the police. Rizzo's attempt to
starve MOVE out continued for
almost two months. On April 4, 1978,
thousands of people marched around
city hall in a massive demonstration
protesting the city's barbaric actions.
As the cruelty of Rizzo's police siege
became internationally known,
Philadelphia became an embarrass-
ment to the human rights initiatives of
President Jimmy Carter and United
Nations Ambassador Andrew Young.

Under worldwide pressure to
end the stalemate, Philadelphia offi-
cials pushed for a negotiated settle-
ment. MOVE settled an agreement
with the city and on May 8, 1978,
MOVE political prisoners were
released. The final terms of the
agreement began on May 3rd, so any
broken promises would only further
expose the system's lack of good
faith and deceptive lies. We didn't

take that agreement because we
trusted the city and saw them as fair,
we took that agreement to show the
people how devious and untrustwor-
thy the government is. We knew the
agreement was false. It was a tactic
to get pressure off them. We knew the
city was going to break the agree-
ment when they felt they could get
away with it.

To the chagrin of anxious fed-
eral ATF (Alcohol, Tobacco, &
Firearms) agents, cops and district
attorney personnel, all the MOVE
'guns' and 'explosives' we had were
revealed to be inoperable dummy
firearms and road flares disguised as
dynamite. A complete search of the
house with metal detectors found no
other weapons.

MOVE's victory was impres-
sive. The confrontation initiated May
20, 1977 had succeeded, without
bloodshed, in freeing our political
prisoners and forcing Rizzo's cops to
back down. It also provided a power-
ful example of how a fully dedicated
and committed group of people fight-
ing the system can win, thanks to
JOHN AFRICA!

The Starvation Blockade

The City Breaks 
the Agreement

The city continued its 24
hour, 7 days a week surveillance on
our home after the confrontation was
over and as soon as the city knew
MOVE had no guns or explosives,
they began modifying and restating
the terms of the agreement. It soon
became apparent that then district
attorney Ed Rendell's (the present
governor of PA) promise to dispose of
all pending MOVE cases within  
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minority communities full of pushers, junkies, drunks and murderers.  It is the
government that put liquor stores on every corner.  It is the government that
flood the minority communities with drugs and guns.  They make half of the
black community criminals, and give the other half (that used to protest this
deception) jobs locking them up.  And use these house nigga politicians to
oversee it all.

When congresswoman Maxine Waters called for a congressional
investigation, saying she had indisputable proof that the U.S. government was
indeed filtering drugs into minority communities, she didn't get any support of
note from other black politicians or the public.  Normally big mouth grand-
standing activists didn't say a word.  Most of the other black congress mem-
bers didn't even bother to show up the day the vote was held to see if they
would approve an investigation.  

So Maxine was virtually laughed out of congress on the issue.  But
the fact that the government is indeed involved in the massive distribution of
drugs into minority communities is indisputable.  Even D.E.A. agents have tes-
tified to this.  Which is why MOVE has also been exposing these sellout house
nigga politicians and so-call activists.

Ask yourself why-when there is a nationwide crisis facing the black
community, drugs, police terrorism and murder, ask why national black figures
like Jesse Jackson would be trying to get blacks to focus on something as rel-
atively trivial as some school kids getting suspended for fighting.  Ask yourself
why-when the fight to free political prisoners like the MOVE 9, Mumia Abu-
Jamal, Geronimo Pratt, and many many others was raging, people who were
imprisoned for decades for fighting against oppression here in America, ask
why this 30 pieces of silver taking sellout chose to ignore the people who were
jailed fighting for justice for black folks, poor folks, and instead took his boot
licking ass over to Yugoslavia to free an American soldier that was over there
to oppress yet another race.

So called Negro leaders like Jesse Jackson are used by the system
on the black community just as drugs and liquor stores on every corner are
used, to dull black folks minds and divert their focus away from the real issues
and the real enemy, to divert their anger and rage.  And sellout house niggas
like Jesse Jackson are as dangerous to the black community as drugs.  And
just as the drug dealers, they don't care who gets hurt or what issue remain
unsolved just as long as they get their cut of the money.

Ask yourself where are all the black so called activists that talked so
tall 25 years ago, where are all the black politicians that used that big bad talk 
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4-6 weeks, was a blatant lie. The 90
day time period which had been
described to MOVE as a workable
timetable for us to relocate, was mis-
represented to the media as an
absolute deadline. MOVE made it
clear to officials that we'd move to
other houses but we were keeping
our headquarters
open as a school. The
city agreed to these
conditions and prom-
ised to help us find
other homes. The
city's promise to
assist MOVE in find-
ing a new place to live
in was never complet-
ed and the city began
demanding that our headquarters be
completely evacuated.

A civil hearing was held on
August 2, 1978 before Judge G. Fred
DiBona about the agreement. No
MOVE members were present at the
hearing. Police surveillance officers
testified to only seeing three mem-
bers present at the house that morn-
ing, yet Judge DiBona ruled that
MOVE violated the 90 day 'deadline'
and should have vacated the house.
DiBona sentenced MOVE attorney
Oscar Gaskins for contempt when he
objected to this ruling and signed
bench warrants authorizing police to
arrest every known MOVE adult,
including the newly released prison-
ers. These four and most other
MOVE members were not in the
house and couldn't have possibly vio-
lated an order to vacate it. The only
people DiBona didn't issue bench

warrants for were Sharon Penn,
Lamont Gadson, and David Curtis
because they stated in court that they
were no longer MOVE members.

On August 5, 1978,
Philadelphia authorities went to
Richmond, Virginia and arrested

MOVE members Gail
and Rhonda Africa.
The legal justification
for these arrests was
their alleged failure 
to leave the MOVE
house in Philadel-
phia, even though
they weren't any-
where near there.

T h e  A u g u s t  8 t h ,
1 9 7 8  A s s a u l t

On May 8, 1978, the govern-
ment had searched MOVE's house
insuring there were no weapons and
explosives. None were found and
they continued to keep the house
under 24 hour surveillance, 7 days a
week even after the search. When
they were satisfied that we weren't
armed, the city administrators pre-
pared to carry out their bloody attack
on MOVE using the 90 day deadline
myth as their justification. Rizzo was
now in a position to do what he had
wanted to do for years- kill MOVE
once and for all.

On Tuesday, August 8, 1978,
over 500 cops in flak jackets and riot
helmets, armed with shields, auto-
matic and semi-automatic weapons 
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W h e r e ’ s  t h e  R a g e ! ! ! ? ? ?

b y  M i k e  A f r i c a
“REVOLUTION AIN’T A PRINCIPLE THAT IS APPLIED WHEN THE
OPPRESSOR IS OPPRESSING, REVOLUTION IS THE PRINCIPLE OF
FREEDOM EVEN WHEN THE OPPRESSOR DOES NOT EXIST”

-JOHN AFRICA, Founder and Coordinator of the MOVE Organization

May 13, 2004, marked the 19th anniversary of the holocaust, where
the city of Philadelphia along with the federal government bombed the MOVE
Organization's home on Osage Avenue and cowardly shot MOVE people,
including children, as they attempted to escape the burning house.  Nineteen
years. later all those who participated in the holocaust are still out there being
allowed to plot the same end for all minorities.  Especially for those who dare
to speak out against injustice.

But as the 20th anniversary of May 13, 1985 approaches, I again won-
der, where's the rage? Where's the outrage over racist terrorist cops and offi-
cials bombing babies?  Where's the outrage over cops cowardly gunning down
women fleeing the burning building carrying children?  Where's the rage over
the cold blooded massacre of the men, women, and children that stood up in
the face of this terrorism for you.  Because this stand wasn't just for MOVE, but
also for the same people who are still being oppressed and slaughtered in the
streets.  For 35 years MOVE have told people "remember, the fight the MOVE
Organization is waging in the courts and prisons is for your sons and daugh-
ters too!"  And for 35 years the MOVE Organization has proven consistently to
be committed to this fight.  And to all those people who wanted to blind them-
selves to that information, the example of Amadou Diallo, Patric Dorismens,
Donte Dawson, Johnny Gammage, Tim Thomas, and a seemingly endless list
of other victims of the officially sanctioned 
terrorism and murder is for you.

As a result of all these crimes against the people there are a few
protests but where is the real rage?  Where is the sustained presence of out-
rage that will produce the needed pressure to affect real change and revolu-
tion?

The U.S. government is systematically destroying the lives of minori-
ties.  They filter guns and drugs into the poor communities and then make vast
sums of money from all  the chaos it creates.  They use drugs to keep minor-
ity communities overwhelmed by despair and crime, and to help keep the
focus of their misery off this rotten ass system.  This rotten system wants

Chuck Africa on the mike in ‘78
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including M-16s and .50 caliber rifles,
tear gas, smoke bombs and
grenades, surrounded MOVE head-
quarters at dawn and ordered MOVE
to surrender. Police then rolled in a
tank-like vehicle and specially modi-
fied construction vehicles and tore
down the fence surrounding our
home and smashed out the windows.
In the next hour a total of 45 armed
cops entered our home and slowly
searched the two three-story houses
only to find MOVE members barricad-
ed in the basement. 

Around 8 AM, firemen busted
out the basement windows and
turned on water cannons flooding the
basement with 7 feet of water. MOVE
adults were soon wading in rising
water with children and animals in
their arms in danger of drowning.
Suddenly, gunshots rang out and
police throughout the area and inside
the house where firemen had cut a
hole in the floor over the basement
began shooting at MOVE people.
Cops were so desperate to kill MOVE
that they placed a man in the front
basement window, legs dangling,
shooting at MOVE men, women, and
children at point blank range. The
police were shooting from every
direction in their frenzy to kill MOVE.
In the short period of sustained gun-
fire, James Ramp was fatally wound-
ed and eight other cops and firemen
claimed to have been hit. The min-
utes of a police staff meeting two
days later, noted one captain's opin-
ion of "...an excessive amount of
unnecessary firing on the part of
police personnel when there were no

targets, per se, to shoot at." One of
the stake out cops later admitted
under oath that he had emptied his
carbine into the direction of the base-
ment from which he heard screaming
women and children.

Later in the day, the neigh-
borhood people in the area were
chased down by cops on horseback.
Many people were knocked to the
ground and brutally beaten. Others
were chased into their homes to
escape the cops who were assaulting
and arresting the ones they caught.

D e s t r o y i n g  t h e
Scene of  the Crime

Immediately following the
August 8, 1978 assault, the standard
police version of the event was that
MOVE fired the first shot, yet several
eyewitnesses, mostly reporters, who
had been allowed past police barri-
cades, had different accounts. Radio
reporters, Richard Maloney and Larry
Rosen, both recalled hearing the first
shot come from a house diagonally
across the street from MOVE head-
quarters, where they saw an arm
holding a pistol out of a second floor
window. They also witnessed the
police come out of the same building
with a white man and a gun, but the
man and the gun mysteriously disap-
peared with the cops.

Although destroying evi-
dence at a crime scene is illegal, the
police sent in bulldozers to demolish
our home, the foundation and the
large oak trees in the yard. By 12 PM,
our  ent i re  proper ty,  the cr ime  
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in England, and many other coun-
tries, despite the violent way in which
MOVE people are treated, despite
the lies put out by certain media peo-
ple like reporter Kinney of the
Philadelphia Inquirer who lies for no
reason, despite the 28 year mark of
incarceration of the MOVE 9 coming
up, MOVE people are still strong, still
dedicated to LIFE, ours and yours
and all of MAMA's creations.  Yet this 
government is trying to destroy
MOVE.  We fight for the peace, free-
dom, and health of all LIFE and will
continue to do so.  We know that a
society that is run by a government
that puts money ahead of people will
not be easy to change but we will not
be stopped.  Crime is exploding in
Philadelphia, violence is everywhere,

drugs, rape, kidnapping, are a usual
occurrence now, all these things
MOVE is trying to stop. People are
afraid to leave their homes or allow
their children outside.  People have
lost faith in this government's ability
to protect them as poor folks have
learned that the government is part of
the problem!  The government's indif-
ference towards poor folks is very
clear to see.  MOVE will continue to
fight for people, for LIFE, all of LIFE,
I hope all you join us and work with us
to make things better.  Until next time
I send my greetings of love and
peace to you all.

On the MOVE!
LONG LIVE JOHN AFRICA!

Eddie Africa

The fact is if every neighbor on the block com-
plained about MOVE—Since when does this gov-
ernment care about black people complainin about
their neighbors?  When did the FBI get involved in
neighborhood disputes?

—Ramona Africa talking about the ridiculous excuse 
that authorities used to attack MOVE on May 13th, 1985

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 ! F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
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scene, had been leveled. All the evi-
dence that would have proved our
innocence was destroyed. No efforts
were made to preserve the crime
scene, inscribe chalk marks, meas-
ure ballistic angles, or measure the
distance from the basement to where
Ramp was shot. The cops took pic-
tures of shelves where they said
MOVE guns were located when they
went into the basement. However, no
guns were in these pictures, just
some empty shelves. The District
Attorney brought the pictures to court
hoping they would be accepted as
evidence.

Their justification for destroy-
ing the entire crime scene before it
could be thoroughly investigated by
the defense, according to then police
commissioner, Joe O'Neill, was
because they didn't want our home to
become a symbol, a rallying point by
the people in defense of and in sup-
port of MOVE.

That same day, Rizzo held
an afternoon city hall press confer-
ence around a prominently displayed
table of clean, shiny weapons said to
have been recovered from the now
demolished MOVE house. Keep in
mind, the basement had been full of
water, debris and mud. MOVE peo-
ple were soaking wet and covered in
mud when arrested; therefore, the
guns also should have been covered
with mud, too. As to whether or not
this was the last Philadelphia would
see of MOVE, Rizzo said," ...the only
way we're going to end them is, get
that death penalty back, put them in

the electric chair and I'll pull the
switch."

PRESS REPORTS OF
A U G U S T  8 ,  1 9 7 8

THE INITIAL REPORT
OF RAMP'S DEATH

August 8, 1978, Philadelphia
Bulletin- "Officer James Ramp, the
stake out man by the window fell
fatally shot in the back of the head
according to the police log. "

August 9, 1978, Philadelphia Daily
News- "James Ramp, 52, was pro-
nounced dead... suffered a gunshot
wound of the neck with the slug
apparently coursing downward
toward his heart. "  

"Norman Lono, Daily News
photographer, and police sources
agreed veteran stake out officer,
James Ramp, was felled by a high
velocity bullet that entered his throat
and coursed downward through his
body. "

"Chief Inspector Joe Golden
states, `A preliminary autopsy dis-
closed that slain officer, James
Ramp, died of a bullet penetrating the
left side of the base of the neck and
traveled downward. "'

While the police logs, the
preliminary autopsy report, and the
Philadelphia Daily News contradicted
each other about where the fatal bul-
let entered Ramp's body, they all
agreed that the bullet traveled down-
ward. A bullet fired from a person in a
basement at a person standing over
them on street level would have to
travel upward not downward.
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On the MOVE!

When I remember the
attempted genocide of my family on
May 13th, 1985, I always remember
how deliberate it was.  Wilson Goode
the mayor, Greg Sambor police com-
missioner, and his staff coldly and
callously planned each step of that
act of mass murder!  From the
removing of the neighbors, the using
of Black cops to handle the crowd so
it would be out of the way, practicing
of the attack for a whole year to the
deliberate act of allowing our chil-
dren, women, and men to go into the
house instead of arresting them on
the street, all this was done in the
hopes that they could murder all the
MOVE people not in jail.  The MOVE
people in that house came outside
every day, going to the park, food
shopping, talk shows, whatever, so
the Philadelphia cops could have
arrested them anytime but they didn't
because they wanted a confrontation
in order to commit the mass murder
that happened "May 13th, 1985."
Remember, they trained for a year
so their intent was already estab-
lished; it was detailed, thought out
plan, which is called first degree
murder when anyone else does it.
They built a replica of our home and
practiced on attacking and killing all
the MOVE people inside for an entire
year.  They didn't want to arrest any-
one, there was no valid  honest rea-
son for a arrest, no crime had been
committed, the parole violations they

used was an excuse to hide  behind
because they were desperate.
MOVE people were exposing
Philadelphia for the corrupt, violent,
deceitful administration that it was
and still is.  Police commissioner
Sambor said after killing our children,
that as far as he was concerned our
children were more dangerous than
the adults.  None of our children
were over twelve years old at the
time!  That is the kind of cold blood-
ed murderers dressed in cop uni-
forms we were dealing with. 

A few years ago former
police commissioner Sambor lost his
son to someone who was just as
deadly as he is.  Wilson Goode, after
helping kill eleven of the MOVE peo-
ple is now a preacher.  He is now try-
ing to deny that his nephew who kid-
napped, raped, and assaulted a
woman very recently is his family.
May 13th, 1985 was supposed to
have ended the MOVE Organization.
The horror of the act was designed
to shock us, stun us so badly that we
would give up, submit, stop telling
the truth about the Philadelphia
politicians and their hitmen called
cops.  Instead that murderous act
draws us to be even more committed
so that it doesn't happen again, to
MOVE or anyone else.  MOVE is
stronger now, MOVE children are
healthy, strong, and striving to be
righteous and upright, there are
more MOVE supporters than before
including leaders like Fidel Castro,

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 !
Twenty Years After May 13th MOVE Is Stronger Than Ever!

by Eddie Africa, one of the MOVE 9

F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
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Preliminary Arraignment- Judge
Joseph Glancey

A. Twelve people were originally
charged with Ramp's murder. Two of
the women arrested with MOVE had
their charges dropped. They were
released because they told the judge
they were not MOVE members and
had no intention of becoming MOVE
members. Those held over for
Ramp's murder were committed
MOVE members.

B. On August 24, 1978, Assistant
Medical Examiner, Dr. Robert
Catherman, was the first witness
called by Assistant D.A. Wilhelm
Knauer. He took part in the autopsy
and read from the official report. He
said Ramp's death was caused by a
single gunshot wound to the upper
left side of the chest just below the
collar bone.

C. On August 25, 1978, Catherman
acknowledged that in the postmortem
report the word `right' appeared in
three places where it should have
said `left.' Catherman said he called
Knauer's attention to this discrepancy
and Knauer proceeded to pencil in
the word `left.' During cross examina-
tion, several other discrepancies
were discovered upon further discus-
sion of the medical examiner's report
on the location of Ramp's fatal
wound. On the official report present-
ed in court, there were three places
where the report said that Ramp was
shot in the right chest, but had been

changed by Knauer to say left.
Throughout the report there were two
other "L"s placed over the top of the
words right. Catherman said the mis-
take had been made by the medical
examiner, Dr. Marvin Aronson and,
then, attributed it all to typographical
errors.

D. There was testimony stating that
bullet fragments removed from
Ramp's body had come from one of
the three Ruger Mini .14 carbines
claimed to have been found at MOVE
headquarters after the shoot-in, but
later it was reported that this same
type of automatic weapon had also
been used on the day of the raid by
the police. When the defense ques-
tioned Detective James O'Hara about
how he knew for certain that the frag-
ments taken from Ramp's body came
from the guns supposedly removed
from MOVE headquarters, O'Hara
responded that the markings on the
fragments pointed to it, but upon fur-
ther pressing by the defense on how
many markings there were O'Hara
said the report had not been completed.

NOTE: MOVE ain't accepting this
contradiction, O'Hara saying the
markings on the bullet fragments
pointed to MOVE as Ramp's murder-
er, then contradicting himself by say-
ing he could not say how many mark-
ings there were because the test had
not been completed. An incomplete
test is an incomplete conclusion. The
test is the element that will draw the
conclusion, when the test is incom-
plete the conclusion is yet to be drawn.

P r e t r i a l  H e a r i n g s
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They were convicted of being MOVE members.

Here's why I say that: On August 8th, 1978, when the police
unleashed an armed assault on MOVE's home and headquarters in West
Philadelphia, it ended the assault with the arrest of not 9 young men and
women, but 12.   Several of the women, young mothers, were, quite under-
standably, terrorized by the kind of violence they saw by the police, and qui-
etly left the MOVE Organization.  As soon as they renounced their member-
ships in MOVE, charges against them were dropped!  Why, unless their
very 'crimes' were nothing more than membership?

Understand that none of the MOVE women were charged with
weapons offenses, yet all of them were sentenced identically to the men,
who were given weapons charges.

For 26 years, both MOVE men and women of the MOVE 9, have con-
tinued their work, by living according to the Teachings of John Africa, despite
their cruel incarcerations.  Many are indeed Ministers of that Teaching, and
work to counsel people in the prisons who are trying to withstand the
onslaught of repression.

On March 13th, 1998, the brave and brilliant Merle Africa had her life
stolen by 20 years in state dungeons.  To many, many women in the prison
system, she is remembered for her warmth and caring, but also for her spir-
it of resistance to prison injustices.  Her death did not stop her spirit, which
radiated through all who knew her, whether in, or out, of prison.

On August 8th, 1978, MOVE folks were protecting themselves from
a vicious, premeditated, police and paramilitary act of urban war upon their
home and offices.  Under what America claims is its 'law', one has an alleged
right to self-defense.  But, when people actually do so, they are given all
kinds of nasty names by the corporate media.

Not surprisingly, when the State hurts people, when they shoot peo-
ple, when they *bomb* people (as they did to MOVE on May 13th, 1985!) they
are never called nasty names.  They are simply 'doing their jobs.' That's OK.

MOVE members from the August 8th attack are still fighting for their
freedom 26 years later. They are: Janine Africa, Phil Africa, Janet Africa,
Delbert Africa, Debbie Africa, Mike Africa, Chuck Africa and Eddie Africa.

Surely, 26 years is long enough!  Join the Movement to Free the MOVE 9.
Join the growing Friends of MOVE, which are literally, people from around the world.

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 ! F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
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T h e  M O V E  9 :   2 6  Y e a r s  i n  H e l l

b y  M u m i a  A b u - J a m a l

This article was written by Mumia Abu-Jamal in August of 2004.  Mumia Abu-
Jamal is also a political prisoner and has been on death row since 1981 for
a crime he did not committ.  Mumia is known internationally as the “Voice of
the Voiceless” for his uncompromising journalism on behalf of the
oppressed.  He is a dedicated supporter of MOVE which is one of the major
reasons he was targeted.  MOVE has spearheaded the struggle for his
release since he was arrested.  For more info go to www.Mumia.org, email
ICFFMAJ@aol.com or call 215-476-8812

WHAT A FAMILY WE ARE WHEN WE'RE ONE
FORCE, ONE UNIT, A POWERFUL FORCE THAT
NO SYSTEM CAN EQUAL, FOR WE HAVE THE
POWER OF LIFE AS OUR ALLY, MY MAMA,
OUR MAMA, THE LIFE FORCE OF MOVE, NO
DIVISIONAL THING CAN EVER DEFEAT US
AS LONG AS WE HONOR THE GRIP OF THE
FAMILY ....
JOHN AFRICA, MOVE’s Founder

For 26 years now, a group of revolutionaries known as the MOVE 9,
have been encaged within prisons all across the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, all of whom face continuing sentences of 100 years, despite
evidence of their innocence.

These men and women are all members of the MOVE Organization,
who were captured, dragged through a show trial in Philadelphia Courts, and
sentenced to a century in cages by the notorious Judge Edwin Malmed, who
when asked, in a talk show radio interview to name those who were guilty of
the crime of murder (of which all 9 were convicted), replied, "I have absolute-
ly no idea."

This writer knows this because it was I who asked him that question,
and I who received the astonishing answer, on the air!

He would tell other reporters, "They were tried as a family, and I sen-
tenced them as a family."  It would seem that a more accurate response
would be, 'I sentenced them because they *are* a family.'

They were convicted of being united, not in crime, but in rebellion
against the system and in resistance to the armed assaults of the State.    

Mumia Abu-Jamal

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 ! F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
Motion to Dismiss - House Hearing
- Judge Merna Marshall

A. This hearing was brought about
because the evidence was
destroyed. MOVE argued that the
destruction of the house prejudicially
prevented us from proving that it was
impossible for any MOVE member to
have shot Ramp. The Illinois case of
Black Panther Fred Hampton and
Mark Clark was cited
where the preservation
of evidence showed that
all the bullet holes in the
walls and doors were the
result of Police gunfire.
Had our house been pre-
served it would have
showed the same thing.
Judge Marshall denied
MOVE's petition and
held us over for trial even
though the crime scene had been
completely destroyed, hindering
MOVE from getting a so called "fair"
trial. She upheld her ruling saying
that the District Attorney could use
photos because she claimed the
photos were taken of the inside of
MOVE headquarters and photos
were used as evidence,, yet they
show nothing to prove MOVE guilty.
In 1976, this same Judge contradict-
ed herself by ruling at an April 1976,
MOVE hearing that pictures of the
body of murdered 3 weeks old Life
Africa could not be used as evidence
against the cops who had murdered
him.

B. The Photos
1. There are no pictures of the police

taking or handing weapons out of the
house.

2. They took pictures of empty
shelves along the basement walls
where they say the guns were found,
but there aren't any pictures of these
guns actually on the shelves.

3. Police witnesses testified that they
took guns out the mud of our base-

ment floor, but there are
no pictures to substanti-
ate this.

4. There is a police video
tape showing then police
commissioner Joseph
O'Neill passing guns into
the front basement win-
dow of MOVE headquar-
ters that was shown dur-
ing the trial.

5. There are no pictures taken show-
ing the actual angles in which the bul-
let allegedly traveled from MOVE
headquarters to cop Ramp or any
other cops or firemen that were shot
August 8, 1978.

6. There are no pictures of MOVE
people pointing or shooting guns at
cops from the basement windows on
August 8, 1978.

7. There are no video tapes or pic-
tures of any MOVE member shooting
Ramp.

8. During this house hearing, blue-
prints of MOVE headquarters were
brought in to try and use to determine 

Debbie Af r ica in  pr ison
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windows and angles in place of the
actual house. However, these blue-
prints couldn't be used in place of the
house because it had been com-
pletely remodeled inside since the
blueprints were drawn up, making
the prosecutors' case against MOVE
even weaker, still Judge Marshall
ruled in favor of the district attorney
and allowed him to hold us for trial.

C. Sometime during this house hear-
ing, Judge Charles Mirarchi took over
for Judge Marshall. She died of
leukemia December 30, 1979, we
were told. She made the decision to
hold us over for trial while in a great
deal of pain and heavily sedated. Trial
Judge Edwin Malmed stated in his
post trial motions opinion that Marshall
never offered a written decision; we
just had to take the government's word
as to how the decision came about.

3. The Suppression of Identification
Hearing- Judge Charles P. Mirarchi

A. The District Attorney- Knauer
brought in cop witnesses to identify
MOVE men they said had weapons.
The district attorney coached cops
as to which MOVE man was which
by letting the witness know the color
of shirt the MOVE member he was
testifying against had on that day at
the hearing, so they could make a
'positive' identification. We pointed
this out for the record, (the transcript)
whenever the district attorney did it
so it would be exposed because
those cops didn't know who was who.

The Suppression of Evidence
Hearing - Judge Ivins

A. All weapons charges against us
were dropped, but we were still held
over for trial.

THE TRIAL- JUDGE EDWIN S.
MALMED

With 9 codefendants, all rep-
resenting ourselves, MOVE's sharp
will and grueling cross-examinations,
the pretrial hearings went on for over
a year. The trial itself didn't start until
December 1979. It became the
longest and costliest trial in
Philadelphia judicial history.

All during the time we repre-
sented ourselves in court, Malmed
was prejudiced against us. Even
though we had never been before
this judge, he made very prejudicial
statements against us the first day
that prejudiced, biased his reasoning
against us.

It's estimated that between
MOVE defending ourselves and
when the lawyers took over for us
against our wishes, a mistrial was
called for over 300 times and not friv-
olously, but with valid points, but
Malmed overruled the defense each
time because he wanted one thing-
to find us guilty and put us away for
the rest of our lives.

Anytime Malmed didn't like
the type of questions we asked wit-
nesses or when we would catch
them in blatant lies, he would stop us
by threatening us with either removal
of our pro se privileges (the right to
defend ourselves), stop our cross-
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The lawyers who handled our
case filed appeals to the lower appel-
late court, the Pennsylvania Superior
Court. The superior court upheld
Malmed's decision. The
Pennsylvania Supreme Court denied
our petition to appeal without even
looking at our appeal, which was the
cause of the May 13, 1985 bombing
murder of our family
by this government.
Our family wanted
innocent MOVE
members released
from jail and for 7
years had exhausted
every legal channel
to obtain our release
all to no avail.
Instead of this gov-
ernment, ex-mayor
Wilson Goode doing
right by MOVE by
investigating our fam-
ily's charges that
MOVE members
were being jailed
unjustly, this govern-
ment, Goode bombed our family's
house, knowing MOVE's position was
that if just one official had said they
would honestly investigate the situa-
tion with us, the confrontation would
have been avoided, but the con-
frontation was not avoided, however,
because this government didn't want
it avoided. May 13th was just one
more example of this government
breaking their own laws, going
against their own procedures, violat-
ing the system they claim they

believe in when it comes to dealing
with the MOVE Organization.

Over the years many appeals
have been filed and each time the
courts prove that they do not serve
justice.  Recently the Federal District
Court rejected the MOVE 9 appeal.
Currently the case is in the 3rd Circuit
Court of appeals.  

MOVE is not guilty of
nothing wrong. We are
not in prison because
we allegedly killed
nobody. We are in
prison because we are
MOVE members and
that's what people
need to understand. If
anybody should be in
prison, it is those city
officials and cops who
cold bloodedly mur-
dered 11 MOVE peo-
ple, including our chil-
dren on Osage
Avenue, May 13, 1985
for the whole world to
see, but they are walk-

ing the streets and have never been
arrested. MOVE people are political
prisoners. MOVE is not a threat to the
people. Once again, these officials
are being given the opportunity to do
their job, to do right by MOVE or
admit that this system of American
Democracy is a failure, unjust, preju-
diced religious prosecutors, WRONG!

In 2008 the MOVE 9 will
come up for parole.  We must keep
the pressure on!

A p p e a l s

M e r l e  A f r i c a  i n  1 9 7 8

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 ! F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
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examination of witnesses, or have us
removed from the courtroom and
refused to let us participate in our
trial. Finally, everything, Malmed's
prejudice and our intolerance of his
biased hatred for MOVE, came to a
head.

On Tuesday, January 15,
1980, Philadelphia police had retaliat-
ed on MOVE by staging another raid
in Richmond, VA, where 4 MOVE
women and many MOVE children
were living including several children
whose parents were August 8tn
defendants. MOVE demanded the
trial be recessed until they could
ascertain the whereabouts and wel-
fare of our sons and daughters.
Malmed refused. Some of the more
vehement defendants were thrown
out as the judge attempted to pro-
ceed against the repeated objections
of concerned parents. Over the next
two days, hostilities continued until
finally Malmed had all the defendants
removed from the courtroom and
removed our pro se privileges. He
brought us down to the courtroom
daily, weekly, monthly, then told us we
could call him if we wanted to come
back in the courtroom. When he
brought us down to the courtroom,
he'd ask us if we would abide by the
rules of the court. We replied that "we
would do what is right," but doing
what is right was never good enough
for Malmed. He wanted to stop us,
b reak  us  f r om  ou r  l o ya l t y  t o  
JOHN AFRICA by demanding a "yes
or no" answer to abiding by court, his,
the systems rules. We refused to
compromise, give into him. So he put
us out of our trial and refused to let us

represent ourselves. MOVE stated in
court to the lawyers that we didn't
want them to represent us. The
lawyers appealed our decision to the
Pennsylvania Supreme Court. The
Pennsylvania Supreme Court
ordered the lawyers to represent us
which is against the law, the wishes
of the defendant is paramount, not
the order of the supreme court, on
January 22, 1980, when the lawyers
came back from appealing our deci-
sion and gave the courts decision to
Malmed, he stated 

"...I must say that their instructions to
counsel, in my view, are diametrically
opposed to all of the literature which
I've ever seen on the subject. I think
in a sense it could be argued that
their instructions to counsel run
counter to the view which was taken
in a very recent case decided by the
same supreme court in the case of
Commonwealth vs. Ronald Kesting,
where I think the opinion indicates in
Kesting, that it's the client's decision,
it is the client's case and that the role
of counsel is as it traditionally has
been and as the dictionary definition
very specifically states to advise, to
recommend ...I think if counsel acted
against the instruction of his client, it
would be an error, whether reversible
error or not, but error nevertheless... "

The trial went on without the
MOVE 9 defendants. We weren't
given the opportunity to hear what
went on daily by tape nor were we
given daily transcripts. The only way
we knew anything about witnesses
called or the way defense lawyers were 
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On May 4, 1980,
after 67 days of trial,
Malmed pronounced
Janine, Debbie, Janet,
Merle, Delbert, Mike,
Phil, Eddie, and Chuck
Africa guilty of 3rd
degree murder, conspira-
cy and multiple counts of
attempted murder and aggravated
assault. Each of us was given a sen-
tence of 30–100 years.  Our sen-
tences were 10–20 years for 3rd
degree murder, 2½–10 years for
each of the seven attempted murder

charges, and a criminal conspiracy
charge which was also 2½–10 years.

Several days after the ver-
dict, Malmed was a guest on a local
radio show, the Frank Ford Show
(WWDB). (He's the husband of now
head district attorney Lynn
Abraham). Mumia called in and
asked the judge, "Who killed James
Ramp?" Malmed replied, "I have
absolutely no idea..." and went on to
say that since MOVE members want-
ed to be tried as a family, he convict-
ed and sentenced us as a family. "I
have imposed similar sentences for

all 9 of the defendants,
because all of them acted
jointly with a common
criminal intent. They have
repeatedly shouted they
were a family and that
they act in concert. I have,
therefore, treated them as
a family with equal guilt
shared by all."

There were 12 people in our
basement August 8, 1978, but
Malmed only found the 9 committed
MOVE members guilty and sent us
to prison for 100 years.

“For all I know the noise that started the whole
thing could have been a firecracker.  We were
told that as soon as we heard that first bang to
begin firing in on the house.  It is hard to tell
what happened, things were very chaotic and we
just opened fire.”

—Police Officer Alphonso Durso speaking about what
led the police to begin firing in on the house on August 8th

S e n t e n c i n g

that caused us to take the defensive
stand we did with the initial con-
frontation May 20, 1977. Every time
we brought the points up, we were
overruled by Maimed. His reasoning
was that what happened in the past
between MOVE and the city had no
bearing on the case. He was only
interested in the past events of
August 8, 1978, but Maimed let the
prosecution use videotapes of
MOVE from May 20, 1977 and June
4, 1977, over a year before August 8,
1978 as evidence against us.

Ramona Africa demonstrating
for the MOVE 9 soon after she

was released from prison

N O W I S T H E T I M E T O F R E E T H E M O V E 9 ! F R E E A L L P O L I T I C A L P R I S O N E R S !
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drowned, but the city of Philadelphia,
the district attorney's office, and the
judge that eventually sent us to prison
tried to make the world believe that
MOVE, while holding women, chil-
dren, and animals, also held water-
logged weapons and were able to
take aim and kill a cop.

We were found guilty of
shooting several firemen. The fire-
men were shot with a shotgun, but
ballistics done on the weapons
showed that the shotguns police say
were taken from MOVE's house had
not been fired.

Wynn Alexander (ex-reporter
for WDAS radio) stated that she did-
n't see or hear shots coming from the
MOVE house, but from where the
press was barricaded by cops. She
heard shots from her right and she
was facing the MOVE house.

John McCullough, radio
reporter for KYW radio, stated he was
standing in front of the building direct-
ly across from the MOVE compound.
"...I heard a glass crack directly
behind me. I turned my head as fast
as I could. I looked up to the building
and I saw a man at the 3`d floor win-
dow with a rifle in his hand. There
was a shot and the next thing I know
was the cops were going into the
building. He had what looked like a
carbine or a bolt action..."

Larry Rosen, radio reporter
for KYW stated, "...I was standing
with the rest of the press, across the
street from and facing MOVE head-

quarters when I heard someone
scream something, screaming an
expletive and almost simultaneously
heard two shots from behind me and
turned over my right shoulder and
saw a hand, part of an arm and a pis-
tol. I heard a 3`d shot. The hand I saw
in the window was holding a hand-
gun, I believe in the right hand."
Rosen said during his testimony that
he had broadcasted these events
over KYW radio, August 8, 1978.
Malmed said he found us guilty based
on the video tapes. The tapes don't
show MOVE doing anything but do
show cops trying to kill us.

A. Videotape shows ex-police com-
missioner Joseph O'Neill kneeling at
the front of the basement window
passing guns into the basement win-
dow, not getting them out of the base-
ment.

B. A few times while the videotapes
were played Maimed was asleep, and
his TV monitor was blurry, so he
couldn't even have seen the picture if
he was awake.

C. Video film operators, detectives
John Sigmann, David King, and
William Zembrzuski all videotaped
the shoot-in August 8, 1978, but at
the point where Ramp was shot the
tape was blanked out on all three
videotapes, so you couldn't see how
he was shot on police video.

Several times while we were
defending ourselves, we tried to bring
into focus police harassment/brutality 
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handling our defense was through
Mumia Abu-Jamal's daily reports on
PBS radio.

There have been several
official versions of Ramp's death,
including the medical examiner's at
the time-Dr. Marvin E. Aronson. 

"...On the average this gunshot
wound consisted of an approximate-
ly 3/8th's of an inch wide perforation
through the first intercostal space
and it then continued into the left
lung traveling from the point of
entrance to the middle part of the left
lung, traveling through an area called
the mediastirum in which is located
in the aorta and the trachea and
other soft tissue. I noted that within
the right lung there was a continua-
tion of this wound but it was consid-
erably larger at that point."

Judge Malmed clarified his medical
testimony:

Malmed: "...before cross-examina-
tion, Doctor, the condition you testi-
fied to relative to the section in the
back near the right armpit, with rela-
tion to the entrance wound, could
you give us the difference in height
between the two?"

Aronson: "They were, sir, essentially
at the same level. The bullet traveled
from-it entered the left side of the
chest from in front and coursed hori-
zontally without deviation up or
down. It was horizontal in its course
from left to right and from front to
back at an angle of 45 degrees. So,
that's the course. So, the level of the

area in the back was essentially the
same height as the level in the front.”

Our point is that during the
whole attack on our home August 8,
1978, we were down in the base-
ment. Aronson conducted the autop-
sy on Ramp's body. He testified that
the bullet entered his body and trav-
eled horizontally with no deviance of
up or down, but straight across. It is
impossible for MOVE people to have
shot him, let alone in the chest with
the bullet making no deviation of up
or down, causing injury to the aorta
and trachea which are in the upper
region of the body. If MOVE had shot
him, the only way it could have been
done is if we were standing on the
sidewalk and the gun was the same
level as the man. At the point Ramp
was shot, the only people who were
in the direct vicinity to cause such an
injury were cops.

The firemen were pouring
tons of water in on us with deluge
hoses. The water pressure was so
powerful it was picking up 6 foot long
railroad ties (beams that were part of
our fence) and throwing them
through the basement windows in on
us. There's no way anybody could
have stood up against this type of
water pressure, debris and shoot a
gun, or aim to kill somebody.

There was at least 7 feet of
water in the basement. The women
had to hold up the children and the
animals, and the men had to hold up
some of the women that were under
five feet tall or they would have 
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